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DATA ON YOUR FINGERTIPS
designing captivating
interactive visualizations

INTERACTIVE VISUALIZATIONS

Visualization is about giving visual form to textual and numeric data. If a dataset is visualized well, it becomes
easier for the viewer to perceive trends and relations in the data. Think about how statistics are presented in line, bar
or pie charts, for instance.
When we talk about the user’s experience of a visualization, we normally concentrate on the instrumental factors: How
efficiently does the chosen visual form convey the contents of the dataset? How quickly can the viewer grasp the most
important trends? Is there any risk of misinterpretation?
However, when designing web sites and other services for discretionary use, it is becoming increasingly important to
consider factors of pleasure and satisfaction. What characterizes a visualization that people want to use, choose to
use? Can we design captivating visualizations?

When we work on visualizations in interactive media, we need to recognize that interactivity changes the game
fundamentally. We can provide responsive services for the user to explore, play around with, lose themselves in. This is
the key to designing captivating interactive visualizations.
The clip shows Hans Rosling of Karolinska Institutet giving a talk on global health in 2006, using the interactive
visualization software Trendalyzer. Note how he literally puts his hands into the data. [See www.gapminder.com for
more on Rosling’s work.]

LOW PLIABILITY (ENIRO.SE, APRIL 2006)

An important quality of interactive visualizations, from the user’s point of view, is their degree of pliability. An
interactive visualization is pliable if the user perceives a sense of shaping a malleable material in a tight actionresponse loop.
To get a sense of what pliability means in practice, consider the previous generation of online maps. Most online maps
used to work like eniro.se where you would pan by clicking the red map frame, the map image would refresh slowly,
and you would lose orientation completely. This interaction is perceived as coarse-grained and clumsy.

(GOOGLE MAPS, APRIL 2006)

Google Maps came with click-and-drag pan of the map window, which meant a large step towards a more pliable
experience. It is instructive to note that Google Maps and eniro.se at this time were functionally identical, could more
or less have been developed from the same requirement spec, but experientially they were very different.

(GOOGLE EARTH, APRIL 2006)

Both eniro.se and Google Maps had coarse-grained stepwise zoom. Google Earth represented a further step towards
the high end of the pliability scale by offering continuous zoom. The price for this was, of course, the requirement to
download and install a separate client in order to guarantee adequate graphics performance.

HIGHER PLIABILITY

MID-SIZED, STRUCTURED DATA (SLIDESPACE)

MID-SIZED, STRUCTURED DATA (BOOK CLOUDS)

A final step on the pliability scale for online maps is represented by Jeff Han’s groundbreaking work on algorithms for
a multi-touch input display. One of his demos is a 3d map application which is functionally very similar to Google
Earth. In terms of the user experience, however, it is more pliable and literally puts data on the user’s fingertips.
Multi-touch input has attracted a certain hype recently, with the iPhone as well as Microsoft Surface Computer and a
range of other examples, and the key to its attraction presumably lies in the pliable user experience it offers.

We move on from online maps to examine other fields of interactive visualization. I have done some work on new
interfaces for medium-sized datasets and one of the first examples was Sens-A-Patch, an interaction technique which I
developed in 2001. It is an attempt to provide a surface where the user can navigate and manipulate up to 1000 items
on a small display, using the idea of overlapping clusters.
The picture shows Slidespace, a Sens-A-Patch application to manage slides and slideshows.
The feedback is rapid and somewhat organic, and I observed in user tests a tendency towards exploring the surface,
finding it pleasant, and discovering contents in a serendipitous way. In interviews, users invoked tactile metaphors
such as watercolor painting.

A similar and more recent example, addressing the task of browsing an annotated bibliography. Books are loosely
sorted into five content clusters which can be explored with the cursor or filtered to identify my recommendations and
the most popular books. Again, the aim is to provide a tight action-response loop and a certain sense of pliability.

MID-SIZED, STRUCTURED DATA (C3)

MID-SIZED, STRUCTURED DATA (LIQUID BROWSE)

MID-SIZED, STRUCTURED DATA (FILMFINDER)

The third and final example of my own work in interactive visualization of medium-sized, structured datasets is very
similar to the previous one in terms of contents and functions. The key idea of the interface, however, is to provide a
tightly synched dual view of the contents (plot of publication per year, top right, and alphabetical list, bottom right)
together with a bank of include/exclude filters for selecting subsets of the data.
[More on this demo and the previous ones at webzone.k3.mah.se/k3jolo.]

Liquid Browsing by Christian Waldeck (2006) similarly addresses navigation of medium-sized, structured data sets.
The choice of a movie database for the demo is presumably no coincidence, but a tribute to the original work at
University of Maryland where Christopher Ahlberg and his colleagues illustrated the idea of dynamic database queries
already in the early 1990s.

The FilmFinder is the most famous example of dynamic queries. When it was presented in 1994, the idea of
searching a database by presenting all the contents in a compact visualization and then use filters to cut away what you
don’t want to see was quite innovative.

MID-SIZED, STRUCTURED DATA (BUMPTOP)

HANDS ON, LITERALLY (SLIDE SCROLLER)

LARGE DATASETS (PHOTOSYNTH)

Another domain of medium-sized, structured datasets is, of course, the GUI desktop. The BumpTop demo (2006)
from University of Toronto aims at giving the desktop icons more tactile, malleable qualities.
It should be pointed out that the design is questionable in some other ways, most notably that document icons show
file type rather than content previews. Nevertheless, it is a good example for the purpose of understanding pliability.

You may have noticed that both Liquid Browsing and BumpTop use a stylus rather than a regular mouse and cursor.
Similarly, the multitouch interaction concept is based on the user sticking her fingers literally into the data.
More generally, these and other examples show the significance of tangible interaction for interactive visualiations.
If we use a physically tactile interaction technique, there are greater possibilities to provide the user with a pliable
experience.
Slide Scroller (2004) by Daniel Fällman illustrates how to give a web page a stronger sense of materiality. The
prototype is built from a PDA and a dismantled optical mouse.

Pliability may be even more important for large, unstructured datasets where conventional search is not really an
option. Microsoft’s Photosynth demo (2007) illustrates two important steps towards more pliable image banks.
First, the seamless management of multi-resolution images that supports extreme zooming and focus+context
interaction.
Second, the development of algorithms to analyze large volumes of images and relate them spatially to each other.
The result is an interaction experience where a large set of images becomes a space for exploration rather than a list of
jpeg files.

LARGE DATASETS (UNIVERSE)

PLIABILITY (INTERACTION EXPERIENCE)
sense of shaping a malleable material
tightness of action–response loop

Universe (2007) by Jonathan Harris addresses the more general question of how to turn Internet-accessible
information into a pliable interactive visualization. Based on semantic analysis technology from DayLife, he presents a
multiple-view visualization of web contents where any phrase (such as a name of a person, a location, or a popular
term such as “climate change”) can be made the center of a concentric content search. A starfield metaphor and
carefully designed organic animations are used to give coherence to the interaction.

To summarize so far, I have identified a quality called pliability which characterizes the use of an interactive
visualization to a greater or lesser degree. An attempt to define it in words would be something like: “An interaction is
perceived as pliable if the user has a sense of shaping a malleable material in a tight loop of action and response.”
However, my view of design knowledge implies that verbal definitions are quite useless on their own. What you need in
order to design is a repertoire of examples for the genre you work in. This is why I have spent most of time above on
examples of pliable interactive visualizations (and also a couple of less pliable ones, to provide a sense of the scale from
less to more).
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CAPTIVATING CONTENTS (WE FEEL FINE)

It can be demonstrated that pliability encourages users to explore datasets and to discover unexpected contents
serendipitously. But we should not forget that the interface, the qualities of the interaction, are never isolated from the
contents. The meaning that people create in using an interactive visualization is always founded in what the
visualization is about.
So, captivating interactive visualizations are ultimately always about something captivating. If not, they merely
represent superficial interface seduction which is not likely to last for very long.
The following is an example of a captivating interactive visualization where the contents are clearly crucial. Jonathan
Harris speaks himself about his 2006 project called We Feel Fine.

To summarize, we can design captivating interactive visualizations.
We do it by combining pliable interaction and meaningful contents.

pliable interaction + meaningful contents =
CAPTIVATING INTERACTIVE VISUALIZATIONS
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